
IFCB
= Imaging FlowCytobot



What is the IFCB?

• The Imaging FlowCytobot (IFCB) is a robot that takes pictures of the 
phytoplankton in the water. It can take up to 30,000 pictures per hour!

• We use the IFCB on ships to look at the water as we travel. The IFCB 
can help us detect harmful algal blooms in real time. Some researchers 
also put an IFCB in one place (like on a dock or mooring) and watch 
how the plankton community changes over time. 

• In this activity, we will look phytoplankton communities imaged by the 
IFCB along the coast of Alaska. We will compare summer and fall 
phytoplankton communities and look for harmful algal species.



How does it work?

● Every 20 minutes, the IFCB sips 5 mL of seawater (about one 
teaspoon) from a pump that draws water from beneath the ship. The 
seawater then flows past a laser in a very narrow stream. 

● Plankton and other objects in the water pass by the laser beam, 
triggering a camera to take a picture. The result is a photograph of 
every particle in the water. 

● A computer program is used to classify and sort images, allowing 
each kind of plankton in the water to be identified.



The IFCB onboard the Norseman II in July, 
2022. 

This is the IFCB that collected the data we 
will analyze today. 



IFCB Data Dashboard



Some common HAB species…
Alexandrium

Cells appear dark and round. Sometimes 
you can see the groove between the 
upper and lower half of the cell. 

Dinophysis
Oval-shaped with a collar 
(“epitheca”) at one end. Wing 
extends out from the side.

Pseudo-nitzschia
Long, pointed cells, clear 
or colored. Cells can be 
single or in chains, and 
come in a range of sizes.
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Activity Introduction

• The Imaging FlowCytobot (IFCB) is a robot that 
takes pictures of the phytoplankton in the water. It 
can take up to 30,000 pictures per hour!
• We use the IFCB on ships to look at the water as 

we move along. This summer, the IFCB helped us 
detect harmful algal blooms in the Bering Strait 
region. Some researchers also put an IFCB in one 
place (like on a dock or mooring) and watch how 
the plankton community changes over time. 
• In this activity, we will look phytoplankton 

communities imaged by the IFCB along the coast of 
Alaska. We will compare summer and fall 
phytoplankton communities and look for harmful 
algal species.
• Helpful Materials: Kachemak Bay Phytoplankton 

Guide 



The IFCB in the lab at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



Safe inside a protective canister, the IFCB is installed onboard the ship. 



Alexandrium
Cells appear dark and round. Sometimes you can see the groove 
between the upper and lower half of the cell. 

Dinophysis
Oval-shaped with a collar (“epitheca”) at one end. Wing extends 
out from the side.

Pseudo-nitzschia
Long, pointed cells, clear or colored. Cells can be single or in 
chains, and come in a range of sizes.



Northern 
Bering Sea

Bering Strait

Chukchi Shelf

Locations:



Northern Bering Sea - Summer

Date: August 24, 2022

Sample volume: 4.5 mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20220724T094556_IFCB145



Northern Bering Sea - Fall

Date: October 21, 2020

Sample volume: 4.0 mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20201021T002031_IFCB145



Bering Strait - Summer

Date: August 28, 2022

Sample volume: 4.1mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20220728T212221_IFCB145



Bering Strait - Fall

Date: November 11, 2020

Sample volume: 4.4 mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20201111T002905_IFCB145



Chukchi Shelf - Summer

Date: August 14, 2018

Sample volume: 4.4 mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20180814T062643_IFCB110



Chukchi Shelf - Fall

Date: October 23, 2020

Sample volume: 4.4 mL

Source Bin: https://habon-ifcb.whoi.edu/timeline?dataset=arctic&bin=D20201023T202629_IFCB145



Questions:
• What kinds of plankton do you see in the summer sample? What is the most common?

• What kinds of plankton do you see in the fall sample? What is the most common?

• Do you see any kinds of harmful algae? 
Bonus: determine their concentration (cells/L)

To calculate concentration, divide the # of cells you count by the volume (mL) of the 
sample and multiply by 1000.

(_____ cells / _____ mL) x 1000 = _____________

• What time(s) of year did you see harmful algae? Why do you think this was?



Data Table:

Species Count
(make a tally mark for each time you see a 
plankton of the species)



More Discussion…

• What differences did you notice between summer 
and fall at each location?
• What differences do you notice between the 

Bering Sea, Bering Strait, and Chukchi Shelf?
• If you were going to put an IFCB out in the water, 

where would you want to put it?
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